Coulomb. (tune: Rave on by Buddy Holly)

Weh eh eh eh ell
D
You sure knew how to make predictions
D7
Laws of charge and torque and friction,
G
Coulomb, you were really beastly
D
You built on work by Priestley
A7                                                     D               G/D/A7
And gave us Coulomb's Law, yeah, Coulomb.

D
You're a famous name in electric power
D7
Your name is on the Eiffel Tower,
G
Coulomb, you were really boss, 'n'
D
Your work was used by Poisson
A7                                                   D               G/D/A7
To make his magnetic theory, Coulomb.
(bridge)

G
Coulomb, when you got cooking,
D
You were really forward-looking,

A7   D   A7   D   D7
That's why we still know your name today.

G
Coulomb, you were really steering
D
The course of engineering

A7   D   G/D/A7
And physics, and everything. Yeah, Coulomb.

D
You took material science higher

D7
Retaining walls and torque of wi eye ire
G
Coulomb, you're still a blast though
D
Two hundred years have passed and so

A7   D   G/D
We still sing about you, Coulomb.
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